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1 At a supermarket

Write the words below each picture.

a basket a cashier a checkout an aisle a plastic bag a shopping cart

1. 2. 3.

4. 5. 6.

Now complete the sentences below:

1. Please pay for your shopping at the .

2. If you have a lot of shopping to do, you can use a .

3. If you don’t have much shopping to do, you can take a .

4. I found some orange juice in the drinks .

5. After you pay, you can put all your shopping in a .

6. I didn’t have any cash, so I gave my credit card to the .
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2 At the deli

Match the expressions.

1. a slice of a. bread

2. a 1/4lb of b. cheese/meat/olives/potato salad

3. a loaf of c. ham/bread/cake

4. half a d. pound

Now study and complete the dialogue below.

About a quarter-pound a little less ... that’s fine

A little more

can I have some I’d like some

please give me about

that’s all

Claire: of that cheese please. (1)

Assistant: Certainly. How much would you like?

Claire: . (2)

Assistant: Here you are. Anything else?

Claire: Yes, of this beef? (3)

Assistant: Sure. How much?

Claire: , please. (4)

Assistant: This much?

Claire: No, . Thank you. (5)

Assistant: Anything else?

Claire: Yes, 10 slices of that ham. (6)

Assistant: Sure. Here you are.

Claire: Thank you, . (7)

Audio

Listen to the dialogue and check your answers.

In pairs, read the dialogue.
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pizza

lb: POUND
 TO MEASURE WEIGHT

Can I have some of...?

I'd like some...
I would like some..

Could I have some beef/cheese?

DELI SECTION
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3 More useful expressions

Study the expressions below. Put them into the correct categories.

• Can I have a pound of that beef, please?

• Excuse me, I’m looking for rice.

• Excuse me, where can I find coffee?

• What is that over there?

• Can I have a bag, please?

• Do you have any French cheese?

At the deli:

Looking for items:

At the checkout:

4 Speaking

What can you say in the situations below?

1. You are at the deli. You want a half-pound of olives.

2. You can’t find any tea.

3. You are at the checkout. You need a plastic bag.

4. You are at the deli. You need some Greek yogurt, but you do not see any.

5. You are looking for orange juice.

6. You are at the deli. You see some meat. You want to know what kind of meat it is.

7. You can’t find any bread.

8. You are at the checkout. You need another plastic bag.

9. You are at the deli. You need some [your idea], but you do not see any.

10. You can’t find any [your idea].
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Key

1. At a supermarket

Students can work alone and check in pairs. Go through the answers with the class. Model and drill pronunciation.

1. a checkout 2. an aisle 3. a cashier

4. a shopping cart 5. a basket 6. a plastic bag

1. checkout 2. shopping cart 3. basket 4. aisle 5. plastic bag 6. cashier

2. At the deli

1. c 2. b 3. a 4. d

Students can complete the dialogue individually and check in pairs. Play the audio file or scan the QR code with

your mobile device (make sure you have a QR code reader app installed on your device). Go through each line of

the dialogue helping the students to understand any unfamiliar expressions.

1. I’d like some 2. About a quarter-pound 3. can I have some

4. A little more 5. a little less ... that’s fine 6. please give me about

7. that’s all

3. More useful expressions

At the deli: Can I have a pound of that beef, please? What is that over there? Do you have any French cheese?

Looking for items: Excuse me, I’m looking for rice; Excuse me, where can I find coffee?

At the checkout: Can I have a bag, please?

4. Speaking

Model the first answer with a strong student. This activity can be done around the class if you prefer. Have

each student read a situation for the next student to respond to. The student that answers should read the next

situation in the list. You can also write your own situations on the board. Discourage students from using the

same expressions where relevant.

Possible answers:

1. Can I have a half-pound of olives, please?

2. Excuse me, I’m looking for tea. OR Excuse me, where can I find tea?

3. Can I have a bag, please?

4. Do you have any Greek yogurt?

5. Excuse me, I’m looking for orange juice. OR Excuse me, where can I find orange juice?

6. What is that (meat) over there?

7. Excuse me, I’m looking for bread. OR Excuse me, where can I find bread?

8. Can I have another bag, please?

9. Do you have any ...............?

10. Excuse me, I’m looking for ...... OR Excuse me, where can I find .........?
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